
Cliffe Packaging

“The home of performance packaging”



Cliffe Packaging offers a one-stop shop for 
all your bulk packaging requirements. 

Whether you require Bulk Bags, pallet covers, pallet wrap, 25kg sacks  
or ISO bulk container liners, we can provide a complete service.

With a wide and growing range of standard and customised packaging products, 
the people at Cliffe pride themselves on providing customers with a fast and 
friendly service, designed to meet all your packaging needs.

Our in-house sales team have a vast amount of  
knowledge and experience enabling us to provide  
you with expert advice. We do not believe in  
a ‘one size fits all’ approach. We can provide  
bespoke solutions to help you maximise  
efficiency and cost, providing a quality  
product exactly when you need it.

Bulk Bags
Cliffe Packaging is one of the UK’s largest stockist 
and distributors of bulk bags. Over the past fifteen 
years we have developed a network of quality 
manufacturing partners to provide a complete range 
of bulk handling solutions. Whether you require a 
competitive but safe bag designed for a single trip, 
or whether you need high specification bags with 
aluminium gas retentive liners, we can help.

Pallet Covers 
Polythene pallet covers can be  
manufactured from co-extruded non  
fusion films or from standard LDPE films 
designed for heat shrinking or for use as 
a simple dust cover.

With an in-house manufacturing 
capability, Cliffe Packaging can supply  
any quantity of pallet covers you might 
need. Goods can be supplied either  
as centre-fold or gusseted covers.

Valve Sacks and FFS  
(Form Fill and Seal) Film
Cliffe Packaging stocks and supplies a complete  
range of polythene and paper valve sacks.  
Valve sacks are perfect for a wide range of  
products such as plastic granules/powders, 
pigments, compounds and food stuffs. 

Valve sacks have an opening or ‘valve’ in one corner  
through which the sacks are filled; once filled they  
are normally self-sealing. They can also be printed  
up to any combination of six colours.

LDPE FFS film is supplied to customers who have 
automated packing processes. Continuous flat film is 
delivered to the packing machine, which is then fed onto 
rollers. The machine then constructs the plastic bags whilst 
simultaneously filling with product, finally sealing the bag in 
one process.

Machine Stretch Film/Hand 
Stretch and Stretch Hood
Stretch film and pallet wrapping is an excellent,  
cost-effective way of securing goods onto a pallet.  
They also act as a barrier, preserving goods against  
dust, dirt or even rain water. Standard or pre-stretched  
machine film is normally supplied in reel widths of  
400 or 500mm with thickness’s ranging from  
12 - 35 microns.

Hand stretch film is available in two main widths –  
400 or 500mm, with thickness’s ranging between  

7 - 35 microns. The film is applied by hand; 
reels can be supplied with standard cores 

or for ease of use, extend cores.

Stretch Hood is supplied on  
a reel and comes as a tube  

of film sealed at one end.  
This is stretched over a 
palletised load to secure  
the contents of the pallet. 
This type of film is used in 

conjunction with a ‘stretch 
hood machine’ which 

automatically cuts 
the film to an 
appropriate length, 
and then seals film 
to form the  
pallet cover.

Bulk Handling Solutions
Cliffe Packaging provides a wide range of bespoke products 
designed to handle bulk powders and granules. We also 
supply thermal bulk container liners, thermal pallet covers, 
pallet layer boards, sand bags, corex boards and so much 
more. We have the flexibility to offer you a variety of 
business solutions, because we are a one stop shop.

With around £2.0 million worth of finished goods stock in 
situ, we can respond rapidly to any demand placed upon 
us. From Bulk Bags to valve sacks to pallet covers we are in 
business to serve your needs. Cliffe Packaging is proud to 
be the true home of performance protective packaging.
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Cliffe Packaging is an independent 
company with a reputation for 
providing excellent service. 

We currently hold over £2 million 
worth of stock, specifically designed 
to provide a true just-in-time service. 

Our commitment to you is based  
on the knowledge that all parts of the 
supply chain need to hold real value. 

Once established as a supplier we 
will hold your stock, manage it, 
provide weekly call off reports  
and will produce usage figures. 

 
re-stocking will be highlighted to  
you for discussion. End of year  
data for packaging waste regulations 
will be provided automatically.

Contact us today for a quote.

Cliffe Packaging Ltd, Genesis Centre, Innovation Way, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire, ST6 4BF

t  0845 4811 200    f  0845 4811 210  
e  sales@cliffepackaging.com    w  www.cliffepackaging.com


